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ICERS TAKE TWO FROM MICHIGAN
Overtime win on Saturday first in regular season this year;
Senior winger Emerson scores 100th career goal

...see Sports p. 9
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Housing fair tonight:

University students thinking about
living off campus but not sure where
to start can find direction and more
information at the Off-Campus
Housing Fair tonight in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom.
About 30 landlords and some
officials from the city and University
will be on hand to field students'
questions about seeking off-campus
housing and a price list of housing
available in the city will be available
at the fair.
Students can also get information
about the rights and obligations of
both parties in a rental agreement,
Director of Student Legal Services
Greg Bakies said.
The fair will run from 7 to 9 and
admission is free.

Artists entertain: The

Faculty Artist Series will feature
Herbert Spencer in a French horn
recital tonight at 8 in the Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
Spencer will be assisted by pianist
Richard Cioffari, soprano Ann
Corrigan, trumpet player Martin
Porter and trombonist Kenley
Inglefield.

Are you a leader?:

Applications for the 10th annual I.F.C.
and Panhellenic councils' leadership
conference, "Aiming Toward
Tomorrow," are available to all
campus leaders in 425 Student
Services Building.
Open registration for the Feb. 9-10
conference will end Friday, Jan. 12.
The cost is $20.

NATION
Paperbacks wanted:

Author Salman Rushdie pressed his
publishers to bring out a paperback
edition of "The Satanic Verses,"
arguing in an interview published
Monday that Moslem hostility toward
the book "is totally misplaced." ■
Rushdie, who has been in hiding
under police guard since Iran's
leaders ordered his death 11 months
ago, was quoted by the Guardian
newspaper as saying he anticipated
his plight would continue.
More than 1.2 million hardcover
copies of the novel have been sold
since September 1988, but Viking
Penguin has yet to bring out a
paperback edition.

Election path opened:

Bulgaria's parliament voted
unanimously Monday to abolish the
Communist Party's monopoly on
power, opening the way to free
elections, and it reaffirmed the
abolition of harsh restrictions on the
ethnic Turkish minority.
National Assembly deputies agreed
to remove constitutional clauses, as
other Soviet bloc countries have done,
that for 40 years enshrined the party
as "the guiding force in society and
the state."
Foreign Minister Boy ko Dimitrpy
told reporters it was "a first step, but
a very important, symbolic step....
You shouldn't move forward toward
democracy by banning other
parties."
Fledgling opposition groups, loosely
allied in what they call the Union of
Democratic Forces, were to begin
negotiations with the Communists on
Tuesday about further reforms and
the elections tentatively scheduled for
May.

High 50°
Low 45°

Fox's venue awaits delay
Defense lawyers await transcripts;
plan to conduct county voter survey
by Beth Church
editor

The decision to change the venue of the
trial of alleged murderer and kidnapper
Richard E. Fox has been delayed 10 days
until transcripts from local television
stations and testimony from area newspaper editors can be obtained.
Defense attorneys John Callahan and
Peter Halleck moved for the delay after
representatives of WTOL-TV and
WNWO-TV did not bring copies of all stories concerning the case to the hearing in
Wood County Common Pleas Court Friday.
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan
Mayberry "strongly objected" to any further delay of the trial of Fox, accused of
murdering an 18-year-old Bowling Green
woman.
"Over our objections, this case has been
delayed several times already," Mayberry
said, since the body of Leslie Renee Keckler was found Sept. 30 and Fox was arrested.
However, Judge Donald DeCessna set a
second hearing on the venue change for
Jan. 29.
Defense attorneys said they plan to use
the 10-day period as time to survey voters
to ascertain the feelings of potential jurors
toward Fox.
Earlier Friday morning representatives
of five Northwest Ohio newspapers testified
and more than 100 editions of local newspapers were entered as evidence.
Most editors were questioned on the sizes
of their newspapers' circulations in Wood
County, the number of front page stories

each ran about the case and the number of
editorials written about Fox.
David Miller, editor of the SentinelTribune, was further questioned about a
front-page article in his newspaper, headlined ^'Richard Fox implicated in theft of
rabbit from girl."
Halleck questioned the front-page
flacement of the story, in which police said
ox was allegedly responsible for the theft
of several rabbits from the Wood County
Fair in August.
"It was a human interest story," he said.
"These were 4-H rabbits at the fair and had
sentimental value for that girl."
Miller explained the first story, which
reported the rabbits missing, ran on the
front page of the paper and it is "not uncommon to follow up a front-page story
with another front-page story.
Testifying on behalf of The BG News was
Amy Burkett, managing editor and senior
broadcast journalism major.
Prosecuting attorneys objected when
newspaper articles were admitted as evidence in the case from several papers who
failed to send representatives, including
The Blade.
"You can't ask the court to take judicial
notice of these articles without witnesses
here," Assistant Wood County Prosecutor
David Woessner said. "The defense is denying the state's right to cross-examine a
witness."
Representatives from the Lima, Tiffin
and Defiance newspapers also failed to appear in court.

BG News/Mark Deckard
Sentinel-Tribune Editor David Miller testifies during a hearing to change the
venue of the trial of alleged murderer Richard Fox. Miller was one of 14 newspaper editors subpoenaed to the hearing.

Mason's selection questioned
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

University President Paul Olscamp's appointment of Philip Mason
as vice president of University relations has met sharp criticism and
the issue will likely be discussed with
fervor at today's Faculty Senate
meeting.
One faculty member predicted the
meeting would be "a real barn burner," while another said, "the battle
lines are clearly drawn."
Olscamp announced Jan. 8 that current vice president Dwight Burlingame had accepted an offer from Indiana University and Mason would be
submitted for the Board of Trustees'
approval to the position.
However, Olscamp stated his intentions to appoint Mason at the Decem-

ber Board of Trustees meeting —
Cr to Burlingame's resignation. In
, Burlingame would spearhead a
drive to increase the library's collection and national prestige.
Instead, Burlingame chose to accept the I u offer to be associate director of philanthropy.
Faculty Senate Chairwoman AnnMarie Lancaster said Mason's appointment undermines affirmative
action and equal employment opportunities.
"There is no committment to affirmative action if affirmative action
principles are applied only when it is
convenient or when they do not conflict with personal preferences," she
wrote in a letter to Olscamp.
The Academic Charter states the
president is required to conduct a
search for only the vice president of
academic affairs.

Several vice presidents have been
hired by Olscamp and searches were
conducted in some instances, but
were not necessary in others, he said.
"A search is conducted if there is no
clear and obvious candidate within
the University — Mason was an obvious choice to fill this position," Olscamp said.
The president said he is proud of his
administration's accomplishments in
respect to affirmative action.
He cited doubling of scholarships to
"visibly ethnic groups," creating a
minority faculty hiring pool, hiring
vice presidents Eloise Clark and
Mary Edmonds in his first year,
having had the second highest minority enrollment in University history
and personally seeking new students
from "non-white environments."
D See Mason, page 7.

Wood County dedicates jail
by John Kohlstrand
city writer
The new Wood County
Justice Center and Work
Center — intended as more
than a "warehouse for bodies" by its backers — was
dedicated Saturday morning with satisfied smiles and

sold as being on the cutting
edge of correctional technology.
The $10 million faculty
will replace the cramped
and outdated Wood County
Jail and includes 130 beds
and many programs that
will help prepare prisoners
for re-entering society.
"The Wood County Justice

HISTORY
On this date: University

Activities Organization sponsored the
first night of fryouts for the women's
bowling team to represent the
University at the Association of
College Unions Inc. regional
tournament in 1974.
The top five finishers competed in
the tournament Feb. 8 and 9 at Kent
State University.
Compiled from local and wire
reports

Weather

BG News/ Jay Murdock
Wood County Commissioner Leonard Stevens presents a
ceremonial key to Sheriff Matthew Brichta during the dedication of the Wood County Justice Center. The $ 10,000,000 facility will house 130 Inmates and "represents the state of the
art in humane and Innovative detention."

Center represents the stateof-the-art in humane and innovative detention," Sheriff
Matt Brichta said. "It is
truly the standard by which
all correctional institutions
will one day be judged by.
The new jail is one of the
few in the country that
houses a work center program, allowing minimum
security prisoners to earn
money and learn job skills
for their release.
County officials have said
it will give prisoners job
skills and a sense of accomplishment, helping end the
cycle of prisoners in and out
of jail.
"The commissioners decided from the beginning
that the jail would be an asset to the community,"
project director and County
Executive Linda Amos said
last fall. "The prisoners
were not going to be lying
around on bunks."
The new center also will
offer alcohol and drug abuse
treatment, educational programs and job training and
placement services for inmates.

cording to one member of
the jail construction Project
Team.
"It's obvious that with this
new jail, Wood County can
house its inmates more efficiently and more humanely
than had been the case with
the century-old structure
downtown,' said Frederick
Rudolph, the president of
Rudolph/Libbe, the construction manager for the
project.
The Justice-Work Center
now has met all of its objectives set forth 39 months
ago, Amos said, including
staying within budget, meeting Ohio minimum Jail
standards and providing a
safe environment Tor
prisoners while allowing opportunities for personal
growth.

The ceremony was attended by a host of city,
county and state officials.
U.S. Rep. Paul Gillmor and
state Rep. Randy Gardner
presented the new facility
with U.S. and Ohio flags.
Former and present Wood
County commissioners who
This new jail represents a worked on the proiect were
vast improvement over the among those awarded with a
current Jail's facilities, ac- large, gold-colored key.

East German
rioting may
hurt reforms
by Kevin Costelloe
Associated Press writer

EAST BERLIN — Tens of
thousands of East Germans stormed secret police headquarters
Monday, tore up offices and hurled
furniture out windows, official
media reported.
State TV said the rampage put
the country's democratic reforms
in jeopardy.
Also Monday, chief prosecutor
Hans-Juergen Joseph said he
planned treason indictments of
Erich Honecker, the Stalinist
leader forced out three months
ago, and the head of his secret
police.
State TV said the situation at the
dreaded agency's headquarters got
"out of control'' and ADN, the official news agency, reported that
"several people brought bricks
with them.
"The democracy that is just now
developing is in the gravest
danger," said the warning on state
TV, which was repeated throughout the evening.
Hans Modrow, the Communist
eremier, rushed to the building in
le Lichtenberg section of East
Berlin but was met with catcalls
and whistles when he tried to address the crowd.
"You were not elected by the
people!" the crowd shouted as Modrow called for restraint and warned against violence.
Protesters shouted "We are the
people! We are the people!" as
they rushed into the building. Witnesses said they scattered documents and looted wine, food and
clothing from storerooms and
closets.
The protesters filled the stairways with papers, ripped out
drawers from the offices and broke
numerous windows. Several ripped
down a picture of Honecker and
trampled it.
Witnesses saw some looting, but
many in the crowd also appeared
calm and good-natured as they milled through the headquarters.
The protesters had dispersed by
late evening.
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All must carry
on King's work
Free at last, free at last, thank
God almighty we are free at
last!
—Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

I 1 r are we?
.
.
Many people took time to remember and
pay tribute to the accomplishments of the late Martin Luther King Jr. on Monday. The words from his
famous "I Have a Dream" speech mean a great
deal to those who take the time to realize what he
devoted his life toward, but it's something everyone
should think about.
King led non-violent marches in the 1950s and 60s
with the dream that someday everyone on earth
would be treated equally.
King often said, "People should be able to live
with a sense of justice and give justice to others.'
It doesn't sound that difficult, but many have died
fighting for it and it is still not a reality. It is merely
a dream.
Many things changed due to the devotion of King.
His work has been remembered by many. On Monday 50 states and 144 countries rang bells in his
honor. Ohio Governor Richard Celeste even credited King's spirit for many of the sweeping changes
taking place in eastern Europe, but King's war isn't
over.
It is up to all of us to do everything that we can to
assure that his teachings and beliefs are not forgotten or in vain. The world has definitely seen improvements in race relations, but unfortunately
with every step forward a few people insist upon
pushing us back. Some do this out of a lack of understanding, others simply for spite.
This year the United States elected its first black
governor. Douglas Wilder was inaugerated in
Richmond, Va. — once the capital of the Confederacy. This appears to be a giant step toward racial
equality, but we still have people who refuse to take
even a small step.
Monday in Toledo, someone spraypainted the
face of a Martin Luther King statue white. Such an
act might have expected from the shallow-minded
people in the '60s, But it is nothing less than appalling in today's society.
Other disheartening racial acts of the present are
the mail bombings of a federal judge and a black
Savannah lawyer. Those are just some of the larger
incidents involving a lack of racial equality, but
they do not come near the hundreds of smaller, yet
by no means unimportant, slurs and unfair practices that take place on a daily basis.
We all must take an active part. We need to make
Dr. King's dream our own and follow in his peaceful
footsteps toward winning the war against racism.
Aggression only lends itself toward more aggressive acts, but if everyone bonds together to take a
positive, assertive approach toward the problem, it
can become a reality. We, the people of this great
nation, have to make it happen. We cannot sit tack
and wait for another Martin Luther King.
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Time to trust elected officials
Normally I reserve Straight
Talk for a human or a personal
view of life and issues, including
lots of stories about my firends
and family which I hope people
can relate to. I had in mind to
come back from break and kick
off Spring 1990 with my Decade
Wish List. I still may, but for
now I feel a need to comment on
some recent stuff going on
around us. I invite any other
viewpoints.
I asked a friend how his break
was and it was so bad, he said,
that a highlight was catching
Manuel Noriega. I'm sorry his
three week vacation was not
what he had hoped. I'm also
sorry that he — like many other
citizens of the United States —
feel so glad/relieved or even
happy this guy has surrendered
and now faces trial in Florida.
Many of us who live in the
United States (I don't want to
use tiie word "Americans" because anyone who lives in North,
South or Central America fits in
that name and it's a little presumptuous of me to use it only to
mean U.S. citizens) aren't seeing the sad irony of this whole
situation. We are believing our
government and President and
trusting them. I guess that's
what government is for, right?
It makes the decisions so we can
get on with the rest of our lives.
Right?
what bothers me about our invasion of small, but sovereign,

Merit Scholars judged
unfairly in class rank
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
article in the Jan. 10 issue
"Merit Pupils Fail to Make the
Grades." As a National Merit
Finalist and a freshman, this article upset me.
The article implied the
National Merit Scholars are not
living up to the high academic
expectations placed on them:
"After completing their freshman year at the University, less
than 50 percent of the finalists
and none of the semi-finalists in
the National Merit Program
ranked in the upper 5 percent of
their class."

Coughlin should run
for another term
To the Editor:
Phenomenal. The only way to
describe the job Kevin Coughlin
has done this year as USG president, bring the student body
back into the action where it belongs. For once, we have elected
a guy who actually does something and works hard at it. People thought he couldn't "lead the
reconstruction" last year, but
those low expectatations have
been knocked right out of the
park.
Coughlin and Co. have shown
a natural instinct to reach out to
people and include them in USG
affairs and have knitted
together diverse coalitions to
achieve goals. Coughlin himself
has surrounded himself with an
all-star team of people and has
been able to influence people
even beyond his own consti-

state is it seems entirely for selfserving purposes. President
Bush said he will explain to
Premier Gorbachev how "this
President will do something"

Straight
Talk
by
Ed
Dougherty
columnist
about threats and dangers to
"American" lives. President
Bush claims the reasons for invading Panama were these:
1) to protect Americans' lives
2) to establish a rightfullyelected democratic government
by knocking down a military
dictator
3) and to arrest Noriega to
press drug charges
What about the other U.S. citizens in Central America: the religious and lay persons working
in El Salvador and Nicaragua?
But, see. Those Who Know, explain those situations are
different. The only difference

This "evidence" woud lead
one to believe that the students
in the National Merit Program
are indeed giving sub-par academic performances. But, the
article failed to mention several
Si-taient facts that could affect
s conclusion.
Nowhere did the article mention the courses of study, kinds
of classes, or participation in the
Honors Program, of National
Merit Scholars. Merit Scholars
tended to be enrolled in rigorous
majors, predominately math
and science classes, and taking
two or more Honors classes a
semester, as many do. Personally speaking, I was enrolled in
three Honors classes last semester. My grade point average,

seems to be that we side with the
killers in those cases. But not in
Panama. Anymore.
The strange thing about Noriega as "drug lord" is the
government has known about
his dealings for a very long time,
but figured he was worth more
as a CIA cooperator — albeit,
dirty — than in jail. So we let
him go.
We had to get the "Strongman" out of power. All the guy
did was traffic drugs. We have
people doing that in Philadelphia where the homicide rate
rivals that of Washington, D.C.
Mostly due to the business of
drugs.
I'm not the sort of person who
says, "We've got plenty of problems right here in the US of
A"as an escuse for not helping
people around the world. Yet, it
seems to me the problem isn't
Noriegas pushing drugs into our
country, but the people here who
crave it. It's all a matter of supply and demand.
That's one of the factors in the
Drug War that often gets overlooked. It is a thriving business,
and those managing It — in our
neighborhood and in other countries — are making a lot of
money. The Colombian cartels
declared war on their own
government. Who's ruling whom
here?
Our rulers lose sight of a second thing in the Drug War. Personal tragedy. The craving of

addiction is a disease and needs
to be treated, both physically
and psychologically/emotionally. The number of
abandoned newborns in hospitals around the country, children called "crack babies," is
growing because their mothers
are addicts, painfully, uncontrollably addicted. These people
need our compassion and committment, not blame and program-money.

while it was a 3.5, was not as
high as friends of mine taking
easier, non-Honors classes
(which will remain nameless).
Other Merit Scholars in my
classes, found this same phenomena to be true. While they
were taking Honors chemistry
and calculus, receiving hardearned B's and C's, their GPA's
suffered.

weighting system which takes
into account the difficulty of
classes being taken? I personalr'.o not know. But the BG News
uld have at least brought the
posibility to the attention of its
readers instead of making it
seem like the National Merit
Scholars are turning in substandard performances.
Becky Strict
DarrowHall

My main question is this: does
the top 5 percent from which
Merit Scholars are conspicuously absent, have any kind of

The other thing that bugs me
about this Noriega thing is how
our policy of dealing with other
countries is so two-faced. We've
poured over $800 million into El
Salvador since 1980 and their
troops kill our priests. We break
off economic ties with Nicaragua, slowly squeezing the people, when that government was
also elected by the people. Yet
we continue to do business as
usual with South Africa when
most of their peole aren't even
allowed to vote. If these aren't
enough, we talk — secretly —
with China when they entrench
their Communist (which we
hate, right?). OK, who do we
listen to, and who do we trust?
Let's start really hearing the
lies and really seeing the two
faces of our government.
Dougherty is a graduate student in Creative Writing and is a
columnist for the News.

College should be savored, not wasted

To the Editor:
Being a senior in college
means more than legally drinktuency, a mark of a true leader.
With the USG elections ap- ing in the bars.
Many underclassmen simply
proaching, Coughlin has not announced whether or not he will view their senior years as the
run. He has said that if the stu- fun, carefree time in their coldents want him to stay on, he'll lege careers.
Sve them everything he's got. However, your last year at
e's unmatched as a campus BGSU is far from "fun and careleader and his widespread sup- free."
A senior is like an endangered
port should be used to exercise
nis greatest strength, his con- species soon to become extinct
tinuity. One reason he was elec- and forgotten.
A senior realizes that graduated was because for the first
time, he offered leadership that tion and entering the "real
could see through for more than world" is sneaking up like the
just one year; an important con- killer in a horror flick.
A senior, after three years of
sideration for most USG programs. There is no debate that blowing oft class and complainKevin Coughlin would be a can- ing about course projects, finaly
didate of ah students. We urge understands that college should
him to seek re-election for USG. be savored and enjoyed because
A leader like this doesn't come never again will life be so easy.
A senior learns to appreciate a
around every day.
Veronica Pillars, USG Senator good professor, a good friend,
and a good meal since it is so
245 Chapman
difficult to find them.
Mike Sean, USG Senator
A senior is faced with the cold
11. Kohl
reality that college is not forever

and that with graduation comes
many goodbyes:
Say goodbye to the days of
waking at 10 a.m., napping at 3
p.m., staying out until 2 a.m.,
and wasting time until the last
phone call.
Say goodbye to humorous irresponsibility, accepted laziness, and expected procrastination.
Say goodbye to the friends
who have been companions, role
models, and family since freshman year.
The real world is waiting for
sejiiors.
And it's scary out there.
So take advice from a senior
— enjoy every single minute of
college because before you know
it, it's gone.
Sally Collins
207 Kappa Kappa Gamma
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Fads of the '80s may
become '90s trends

uYuppies.
rjConspicuous greed.
uMiamiVice.
□Rap music.
□ Movie and TV Soviet bashing.
Fads many people saw begin during the 1980s
□"Power" lunches, "Power" suits, etc.
may stick around for another decade, according to
□Televangelists.
Jack Nachbar, popular culture professor.
The 1980s were also a time of revivals, especially
Those fads — known as popular interests — of
the 1980s are responsible for starting trends in the the '60s and "Batman" revivals, Nachbar said.
The 1960s revival sported tie-dyed shirts and
1990s, he said. Fads occurred in entertainment, religion, food, language and other aspects of Ameri- peace symbols and last summer's "Batman" movie spurred on the collection of "Batman" paracan lire.
However, trends are different from fads because phernalia by both young and old.
they take on a permanent place in lifestyles of so"1960s revivals can be expected to come and go
periodically since that era has such a high prociety, he said.
"The compact disc, personal computer, answer- tile," Nachbar said.
ing machine, microwave oven and the internation"The national hysteria involved with "Batman"
al influence on popular music are all trends start- last year will drop back drastically even with a
movie sequel," he said.
ed in the '80s," Nachbar said.
The following is a list of some of the "going, goPredicting fads of the future is not an easy task,
ing, gone ..." fads composed with the help of Nachbar said, because many different factors
Nachbar and previous anniversary issues of Life must be taken into consideration, including interns tionalpoli tics.
magazine.
ClWheel of Fortune and Vanna White as a sex
"The Simpsons," a cartoon which takes a satirical look at a nuclear family, is one fad that Nachgoddess.
1 .Swatch watches.
bar predicts as a part of the 1990s.
DTrivial Pursuit.
International politics had a large influence on
DLee Iacocca as an American success hero.
the fads of the 1980s, Nachbar said; Pepsi's fadish
commercials on the breakdown of the Berlin Wall
□MTV.
! "Baby on Board" signs in car windows and all and the TV and movie industry making Russia
similar signs with messages.
look bad in such movies as "White Knights" and
"Amerika" are such examples.
□Garfield stuck to car windows with suckers.
"The 'kinder and gentler' nation under George
□Oat bran.
Bush will be responsible for starting a lot of new
□Valley girl talk.
fads in this decade," Nachbar said.
by Sandra Kowalsky
staff writer

Blotter
BG News/Jay Murdock

Grand Old Flag

The University's special flag flies from Ihe main flagpole Monday afternoon in honor of Martin Luther King
Day. The larger flag, which measures 20 feet by 40 feet, is flown only on national holidays.

□Students in the Commons
left their coupon books in the
cafeteria Wednesday and found
them missing, after returning.
The combined value of the books
was $220.

□A University meal coupon
book, valued at $122, was reported lost Tuesday in McDonald North.
A purse containing charge
cards, a driver's license and $15

was stolen from the Education
Building Tuesday.
□About $500 of damage was
done to a vending machine in the
lobby of the Ice Arena Tuesday.
No money or snacks were taken.

University Village

YOU can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE in:

&

Communications
Public Relations
Marketing
Sales

University Courts Apts.
are now renting
apartments that feature
•9-month and 12-momh leases

Apply NOW for the BGSU Spring Telefund !!!

#One and two bedroom apartments
• l teat, water, cooking and sewer included
•Central air
• No pets please

419 35ao164

< >

Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center from
8:00 - 5:00. Monday - Friday
or call Pam at 372-7698

SSsST

Volunteers Wanted

Earn extra money for Spring Break! Apply Today!
SPRING BREAK IN DA YTONA BEACH

Don't Follow The Pock...

MARCH
17-24

Cost: $400.°°
The Link Crisis Center Needs You!!!
Caring people needed to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis

Swimming
Snorkeling

Make a Difference
Call today: 352-5387
or come to the Link
525 Pike Street

$

Partying

Sailing

MARCH
24-31

179.

179

noM*339Pp

nron •299
ATTPP
P
poet* age

Only

Wind Surfing

pmkog«
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Sun & Fun
Relaxation

Spring Break March 18-25

No prior experience necessary-training is provided.
Deadline for Winter applications: January 31, 1990

Sail into the lead ... to the Bahamas with
the BGSU Sailing Club!!!
Meeting Tuesday Jan. 16 9:00 p.m. 104 Bfl

f

Call Kim 353-9458 or Michelle 372-1208

SERVING THE PEOPLE OF WOOD COUNTY
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We need a spotlight
entertainment director
for the spring semester! Applications are
available in the UAO
office. Applications
due by
*" January 17th at 5p.m.

January 26,27,28
jL Depart from the Union
T^ Oval on Friday ai 2:00
Jr p.m. and reiurn on Sunj|dayai 6:00 p.m. A charge)
of S65 includes hoiel and
*r
transportation.
*

^
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MOVIES

Spring Break
Daytona Beach Florida
March 16-25
$232 Transportation & hotel
$143 Hotel only
Sign-up Jan. 22 - 26, 9 a.m.4 p.m. in Union Foyer

Thursday:
Casablanca
January 18
9 p.m., 210 MSC,
Free!

TH€ BlfiCK STUD6NT UNIION
is proud to present

TH€ THIRD ANNUAL
MARTIN LUTH€R KING
C€l€BRATION
January 17, 1990

/

Friday & Saturday:
Do The Right Thing
January 19 & 20
7:45 pm, 10:00 pm, 6r
12:15 am
210 MSC $1.50
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IN TH€ BALLROOM

7:00 p.m.

"Keynote speaker Dr. Samuel Berry McKinney

National Watts
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Cormier retires, returns to teaching
by Heather Felly
staff writer

Retirement means a chance to relax and reflect on a long teaching
career for most professors, but Ramona Cormier, the dean of continuing education and summer programs, plans to spend her retirement at the University.
As a part of the University's supplemental retirement plan, Cormier will return to teaching
part-time tor the next three years, although her retirement was effective Dec. 31.
Mayor Edwin Miller declared Dec. 8,1989 a special day in her honor, in recognition of all the contributions she has made to the University and to
the city of Bowling Green.
The mayor saidThe was impressed by a computer
project in which she was involved.
"Overall, one of the important additions to the
Cormier
downtown area was the computer courses she
started," Miller said. "I appreciated getting the picture of the computer world."
Cormier was named a trustee professor of philosophy by the

FOR TODAY'S PREMED
STUDENT, A PREMIER
OPPORTUNITY:
AIR FORCE ROTC.
^^M i^^^^^V*
You've taken ihe challenge
^k^A^V
^F
"'a premed major. Someday ^ft^^J^B^^
medical school And ultimately, you
^^k^^^^
want to extend your reach into the hlgh^^
est achievements of the medical Held.
Air Force ROTC brings It all closer. You may be
eligible for two- and three-year scholarships that will
provide full college tuition and most textbook, laboratory
and Incidental fees. When you graduate, you can receive
additional scholarship assistance in medical school.
Start now. Call

Board of Trustees Dec. 15 — an honor awarded to those who have
served with distinction as a senior administrator and have decided
to teach again.
"It is an honor to be recognized by the board and the mayor,"
Cormier said. "I am deeply honored by the recognition because I
think I'm doing what I'm supposed to be doing."
During Cormier's work at the University, she said she had a special committment to the non-traditional student.
As a result of her work and devotion, a $15,000 scholarship account
has been created for non-traditional students.
Cormier said the most important contribution she has is the contact she made with her students, because "working with the students
has been challenging; educating the young is the most important activity."
"IfI have a job to do, my objective is to make it better then when I
first began (it)," she said.
Cormier started her collegiate teaching career at Newcomb College in New Orleans in 1960 and then moved to the University of Tennessee in 1961.
In 1965, Cormier joined the University staff when she was offered a
$3,000 salary increase and has been here for 24 and one-half years.
Not only has she made contributions to her department, but she
also has been an active participant on campus — as the past chairwoman of the Faculty Senate, the Faculty Research Committee, the
Women's Caucus and the Arts and Sciences Council.
Cormier is a member of Pro Musica and Medici Circle and also
supports groups for the music and art programs. She is also involved
with the Friends of the Libraries and Center for Archival Collections. Cormier recently received the organization's 1989 Friends Award.
She also has been awarded the 1975 University's Special Achievement Award, the Hollis A. Moore Service Award and the 1988 Business Associate Award from the American Business Women's Association.
Carol Lashuay, Cormier's secretary, said she found it very exciting to work with her.
I was able to experience a lot of new things," Lashuay said. "I
wasn't aware of continuing education and all it entailed until I
worked with her."

MAJOR VOGEL
419-372-2176

Interim director selected
for Continuing Education
more interactive television education with two-way audio and
video — known as distance
learning programs —set up in
Northwest Ohio.
She said she believes the College of Education should strive
to stretch their imaginations
and talents so students can apply what they learn to the outside world.

by Donna Sharper
reporter

Suzanne Crawford has been
named the interim director of
Continuing Education and
summer programs, Jan. 1, replacing retiring director
Ramona Cormier.
Her tenure
and experience in Continuing Education made her
the "logical
choice," said _
Peter HutCrawford
chinson, associate vice president of academic affairs.
For the past three years
Crawford has taught as an adjunct assistant professor of college student personnel, focusing
on non-traditional students, and
will continue in that capacity —
despite her new position.
"If at all possible, one should
be a teaching administrator,"
she said.
Crawford said she wants
prospective non-traditional students to "think about Bowling
Green first" when they consider
continuing their education.
Non-traditional students comBrise 40 percent of higher educaon, she said, and in tour to five
years they will comprise 60 percent.
The 1987 recipient of the Hollis
A. Moore Award for contributions to the University, Crawford said she would like to see

"I like to see the resources of
the University challenged," she
said. "If you're teaching theory,
you must stretch it to practice/'
Crawford said she believes
education never stops.
"You will never be finished
with the education process." she
said. "All you do the first four
years is learn how to learn."
Learning begins with theory
— such as thinking — she said,
and then it is put into practice in
internships or professional
roles.
"You find that some of that
theory doesn't work so you come
back (to college) for more
theory," she said, calling this
cycle "lots of fun."
Crawford graduated from the
University of Illinois and
received her master's degree in
Siidance and counseling from
e University of Wisconsin.
After earning her doctorate
from the University, she joined
the staff in 1974.
Crawford served as director of
training and conferences in Continuing Education since 1966, an
Affirmative Action officer from
1981 to 1986 and director of the
Center for Continued Learning,
Hutchinson said.
She was the first recipient of
the Michael Ferrari Award in
1981.
Hutchinson said the search for
a permanent director of Continuing Education begins this
summer and officials will review applications from inside
and outside the University.
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GRAND BALLROOM, UNION

* OFF CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR *
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
START PLANNING NOW FOR NEXT YEAR!
THERE WILL BE REPRESENTATIVES FROM:
•VARIOUS APARTMENT COMPLEXES
•RENTAL UNITS

•THE OFFICE OF OFF CAMPOS HOUSING
•A VARIETY OF STUDENT SERVICES AND MUCH MORE

Sponsored by: Off Campus Housing Office, University Student Activities Office, and the Student Legal Services
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Tattoo art - it's not just for bikers
by Wynne Everett
city writer
Once the permanently engraved badge of honor of society's ruffians, tattoos — now
known as 'skin art' — have been
adopted in recent years by a
broad scope of people looking for
a way, in a conformist age, to
distinguish themselves as individuals.
"The worst part is the
image," said local tattoo artist
Jarvie Plotner.

"What's the first thing you
think of when you think of a tattoo? Bikers and people in prison
and stuff like that, right?'' said
Plotner, who runs Living Canvas Skin Art out of his nome.
"The only difference between
people with tattoos and people
without tattoos is that people
without tattoos don't mind if you
don't have one."
University student Paul Baird
is a far cry from the stereotypical tattooed man. A tattoo has
graced the left thigh of this
clean-cut sophomore business

BG News/Brock Visntch
Jarvie Plotner tattoos the thigh of sophomore Paul Baird Thursday
evening at Plotner's residence. Plotner. who has been tattooing for
six months, receives most of his business through recommendations from previous customers.

Local tattoo artist decorates students' skin
major since September.
Baird's friend Greg Sorenson,
a junior corrections major, had
recommended Plotner. Sorenson and another friend, Tony
Camiscione, a junior political
science major, accompanied
Baird for the new tattoo.
Baird had returned to Plotner
for a second design — a smiley
face bound by cross bones — to
be tattooed on his right thigh.
"The first thing everybody
always wants to know is 'does it
hurt? Now, what do you think?
Of course it hurt," he said, casting glances at the four other tattooed men in the room. "A
little."
Plotner, who began moonlighting in tattoos in July, invited Baird and his friends into
the kitchen. Plotner said he will
do tattoos at home until he can
save enough money to open his
own shop.
"I looked into renting a place,
but it just cost way too much,
Plotner said. "The overhead (at
home) is really low."
As Baird rolled up the leg of
his shorts to shave and clean the
spot where his design would be
forever imprinted on his skin,
Plotner traced the "Have A Nice
Day" smiley face onto tracing
paper to use as a pattern.
The buzz of the needle is really the worst thing," Baird said.
"Yeah, the sound is what's really the worst part," Sorenson
agreed.
Plotner flipped on a spotlight
and angled it over Baird's lap.
He raised the gun into the light
and switched it on. As it began to
make a noise somewhere between the sound of a dentist's
drill and a garbage disposal,
Baird reached! or a sip of water.
Conversation continued as
Plotner traced the design on
Baird's leg, and the room filled
with giggles and smirks when
Sorenson was asked if he had
any tattoos himself.
"Fourteen altogether," he
said.

"People always ask you what
you're trying to prove, too," he
said. "Or, 'Why/d you do it?' I
hate that one. It's a statement
about your individuality. It's
about who you are."
Historically, tattoos have had
a variety of symbolic or practical uses, Plotner said.
He explained that sailors used
to have propellers tattooed on
their behinds because they believed it would help save them
from drowning if they were ever
thrown overboard.
"Convicts in Mexican prisons
used to cover their chests or
backs with tattoos of Christ on a
crucifix so that if they were ever
beaten or whipped by prison
guards they wouldn't get nit as

to have the thing removed,"
Plotner said.
None of the men said they ever
anticipated wanting to remove
any of their tattoos.
"You think about it coming off
before you have it done," Sorenson said. "That's why you
should never settle for something you don't really want. IfI
don't like these later I'll worry
about it then, but I don't think
I'll ever regret it."
Baird's ears were purple as
Plotner finished the design's
outline. He said his parents still
don't know about his first tattoo,
though everybody wants to know
if they do, but he suspects the
secret will be harder to keep
now that he has two.

"The only difference between people with
tattoos and people without tattoos is that
people with tattoos don't mind if you
don't have one."
-Jarvie Plotner, tattoo artist
hard because the guards would
be reluctant to strike an image
of Christ," Plotner said.
But sometimes the urge to get
a tattoo is purely emotional.
"One of our friends got his
girlfriend's name on his ankle,"
Camiscione said, and groans of
disapproval rose from kitchen
table.
"I try to discourage anyone
who wants someone else's
name. They tend to regret those
later," Plotner said.
"Yeah," said Baird, who by
now had turned slightly pale. He
lit a cigarette and said, "This is
forever. Girls aren't."
The table responded with
laughter again when Baird was
asked what his girlfriend
thought of his tattoos and he responded, "I don't have one."
"I tell people I'll just tattoo a
big 'void over names they don't
want anymore if they don t want

"I guess I've just been prolonging the chew-out," Baird
said. "As long as I get good
grades it'll be okay. I guess it's
kind of inspiration.'
"Yeah, I mowed the lawn in
long sleeves for years so my
mom wouldn't see mine. Then
when she finally found out she
was pretty upset," Sorenson
said.
As Plotner began to color in
the bright yellow smiley face,
Baird finished his glass of water
and lit his third cigarette.
"It really doesn't hurt that
bad," he said. "Kind of like little
pin pricks. It did hurt a little
more than I thought it would —
the first time I mean — I didn't
expect
the blood."
fi
It does bleed a little." Plotner said. "It's not tor the
squeamish." "The worst part
isn't the pain, though," Baird
said. "It's taking care of it

afterward. You have to keep
stuff on it. It itches. You have to
wait for the hair to grow back."
But Sorenson said the worst
part for him is the addiction.
'After you have one, you want
more," he said. "Everything
you look at, you think, 'that'd
look good."
But Sorenson said lack of
space on his body and money
would probably keep him from
getting more tattoos.
"I've got more than $1,300 in
tattoos on my body now," he
said. "Itcangetexpensive."
Plotner said the expense of
tattoo equipment contributes to
the cost of a tattoo, which ranees
from $20 to $400.
"I've sunk a couple grand in
this equipment here," Plotner
said. "Artists have to make
back their investment — not to
mention the time it takes to do
just one tattoo."
Baird squirmed anxiously as
Plotner finished with the tattoo.
After 90 minutes of sitting still,
Plotner had created a design
that had been perhaps three inches in diameter.
How did he feel?
"Oh, I'm fine," he said. "It
was just like before. It only hurt
a little."

Here's a tip ...
a Tax Tip.
Here are some pointers to
help get your refund
sooner.
• use the peel-off label and
pre-addressed return
envelope.
• round off dollar amounts.
• use the correct tax table.
• sign and date your return.
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Those not.

Those pictured in the 1990 KEY.

Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memories!!
The last session and the last chance for seniors to have their
portrait taken, and be in the 1990 KEY, is now underway!

Call 372-8086 to make your appointment today with immortality
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Elsewhere
Disney plans expansion

Chimp killed for
attacking man

1990s will bring Soviet pavilion to Epcot, new hotels
LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
(AP) — A fourth theme park, a
Soviet pavilion and seven new
hotels will be built in a decade of
rapid expansion planned for
Disney World, Walt Disney Co.
Chairman Michael Eisner announced Sunday.
Disney's plans for the 1990s
also call for building time-share
vacation units and opening 29
new or renovated attractions at
the Magic Kingdom, Epcot
Center and Disney-MGM Studios at Disney World.
Disney already plans to open
Euro Disneyland near Paris and

to build studio attractions at its
Japanese and California parks
during the next few years, Eisner said. The company said Friday it was examining the possibility of opening another Southem California theme park.
"But this is the place where
the 'Disney Decade' will have
the most impact," Eisner, Disney's chairman and chief executive officer, said in a news conference at the company's newly
opened 758-room Swan Hotel.
He would not say how much
any of the new projects will cost,
but said each must meet Dis-

Grand Opening January 2

HAIR STUDIO
CUT
3#YE. 354-8533

ney's goals for its investments.
The company's objectives are
to grow about 20 percent a year
"and have a return on equity of
20 percent for the next decade ...
so we can stay healthy."
Disney expects total attendance at all its parks to apEroach 100 million visits a year
y the end of the century, said
companv President Frank
Wells. Disney does not provide
annual attendance figures, but
published reports have said Disney attractions worldwide drew
about 30 million people last
year.
Eisner said the company anticipates a strong national economy over the decade, but said
some of Disney's plans could be
modified if there is a drastic
downturn.
Otherwise, he said, "Everything we have announced will
definitely be built."
Disney officials would not give
any details on the fourth Florida
park or say when construction
would begin.
Negotiations with Soviet offi-

cials have been taking place for
years, and an agreement on a
Soviet pavilion at Epcot Center
is near, Eisner said. Also to be
announced soon, are plans for a
Swiss pavilion featuring a Matterhorn ride.
Most of the focus at the start of
the decade will be on new hotels
and expanding the newest central Florida park, Disney-MGM
Studios, because "its overwhelming success caught us off
guard," the Disney chief said.
Sixteen new shows will double
the capacity of the attraction's
exhibits in the next five years,
Eisner said. They include a
newly opened thrill ride, several
shows featuring the Muppets, a
Dick Tracy musical review and
the revival of the television
same show "Let's Make A
Seven new or renovated attractions will be introduced at
the Magic Kingdom and five at
Epcot Center, he said.
Disney's expansion plans also
call for building 500 tune-share
units near its theme parks.

141 W. WOOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402
The BG News Classifieds are where it's at!
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Kelliher was helping William C. Holmberg, 55, of Ligonier, transfer two chimpanzees from their cages to a transport cage when one
of the animals forced its way loose and attacked him, police said.
Holmberg hit the chimp, a 20-year-old male, with a large metal
pipe, causing the pipe to bend, according to Trooper Clint Irvin. As
the chimp released Kelliher, Holmberg managed to push the injured
veterinarian into an empty animal cage and lock the door.
Meanwhile, Kelliher's truck driver. Smjel J. Belcher, 34, of Kearneysville, W. Va.. ran to a nearby 24-hour convenience store to telephone police.
Loyalhanna Police Officer Thomas Goodman arrived first and. at
Holmberg's request, gave the man his revolver. Holmberg then shot
the chimp four times, Dut the animal remained alive until the arrival
of Irvin, who destroyed the chimp with one more shot.

Retail giant files
for bankruptcy

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
llCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

• Matrix
• Redken
• Nexxus
Sebastian
• Paul Mitchel
Mon-Thurs
8:00-8:00
Fridoy
8:00-6:00
8:00-3:00
Saturday

•5.00 Off Any Perm.
Sculptured Nails or Highlighting
or
♦2.00 Off Any Haircut

Dr. John C. Kelliher, 43 of Adelphi was listed in fair condition at
Presbyterian-University Hospital in Pittsburgh following surgery.
The thumb, fourth and fifth fingers on his hand were amputated, his
left ear and part of his hand were bitten off, and he was also bitten on
his face, head, scalp and forearm.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Campeau Corp., owner of Bloominedale's
and many other famous American department stores, Monday
placed them under bankruptcy court protection, allowing the
debt-swamped chains to operate while attempting to work out their
troubles.
The decision to file for Chapter 11 protection was made late Sunday by the boards of Campeau and its Federated Department Stores
Inc. and Allied Stores Corp. subsidiaries, which operate 260 stores in
the United States, including Rich's, Jordan Marsh and Lazarus as
well as Bloominedale's.
It is the biggest Chapter 11 filing in American retailing history and
reflects Campeau's inability to pay off $8 billion in debt, much of it
acquired when the Canadian parent acquired the two U.S. subsidiaries in the mid-1980s.
The filing followed weeks of speculation in the retail trade over
how Campeau would deal with the problems of operating its chains
while continuing to pay their suppliers, who were growing impatient
because of overdue bills. Under a Chapter 11 filing, the companies
get a reprieve from creditor bills and can continue operations while
reorganizing their finances. But all decisions regarding the companies must be approved by a bankruptcy judge.

$3.00

Highlighting
Permanent Color
Facial Waxing
Spiral Wrap Perm
Also Offering A Full Line Of
Styling Products Including:

LIGONIER. Pa. (AP) - A chimpanzee went berserk while being
moved early Monday, biting off part of a Maryland veterinarian's
hand and ear before being shot five times, state police said.
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Financial Aid Regardless of Grade* or Parental Income.
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is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1990
505 Clough
(across iracks
from Dairy Queen)

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for a three- year or
two-year scholarship from Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
moat books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credential!
impressive to future employers.

Come in today for a complete
listing of available units
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Labartt Blue
Moonhead
WarsMlner
Woodpecker Cider
Ban Pale Ale

• January Special
B.B.Q. Chicken Sandwich RV Colby Cheese
only SI.99 (inside only)
• Lite Entertainment at 9 pm with Sky Blue
• Drink of the Month
Bailey's Irish Cream
• University Charge Welcome
• Please Tip your Delivery Person
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ARMY ROTC
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Leader remembered
Widow requests unification support from the President
by Debra Elliott
Associated Press writer

Martin Luther King Jr. was
remembered in church services
nationwide Sunday on the eve of
what would have been his 61st
birthday, and the slain civil
rights leader's widow called on
President Bush to help unify
America.
Coretta Scott King delivered
her annual "state of the dream"
address at Ebenezer Baptist
Church, where her husband was
pastor, before about 1,000 people, including such civil rights
leaders as the Revs. Jesse Jackson and Joseph Lowery.
King reflected on the dramatic social changes of 1989 in
other parts of the world and her
husband's philosophy of civil
disobedience.
"The cataclysmic changes we
have seen in Eastern Europe, in
China and in South Africa since
last year have deep roots in this
very pulpit," she said.
King, noting that Bush is to deliver his State of the Union address in a few days, recalled a

State of the Union speech in the
1960s by then-President Johnson.
Johnson "captured the imagination of the American people
just by saying three little words.
We shall overcome,'" King
said.
"A quarter of a century later,
President Bush has the same
opportunity," she said. "He can
help unify America if he will
break with the past by ending
the arms race and working for
programs to provide jobs and
educational opportunities for all
Americans.
"If he will avoid the kind of
military entanglements that
destroyed (Johnson's) war on
poverty, he can unify America
and lead the world to a higher
destiny," King said.
Jack Kemp, U.S. secretary of
housing and urban development,
presented King with a large photograph of a Chinese student
standing in Beijing's Tiananmen
Square nolding a sign reading,
"We Shall Overcome."
"The dream lives on not only
here, but throughout the world,
Kemp said.

King called on supporters to
carry on her husband's dream.
"Let's be clear that the future
depends on us and our determination to do God's will,"
she said. "If you take nothing
else away from here today, let it
be a conviction that you can
make a difference."
Earlier, Jackson, a former
Democratic presidential contender and former King aide,
spoke to textile workers in
Louisville in central Georgia
from the steps of the Jefferon
County Courthouse within sight
of an old slave auction block.
He urged all workers to stand
up against their bosses for a living wage and decent working
conditions.
"As long as the plug is pulled
and the lights are out. we're all
the same in the dark, Jackson
said. "Regardless of color, hunger hurts.
In New York City, Mayor David Dinkins, the first black to
hold that office, told about 400
people at Judson Memorial
Church about King's struggle
for equality and the need to continue.

University in 1988 with his dissertation entitled "Desired
Leadership Behaviors of University Presidents."
As vice president of University relations, Mason would be responsible for legal affairs, the
alumni association, the BGSU
Foundation, WBGU-TV and public relations.
"I'm looking forward to it with
an awful lot of excitement,"
Mason said. "I think people who
work for the University and
graduate from the University

can't help but pick up a strong
love for this place."
Approval of Mason's new position will be voted on at the Feb. 2
Board of Trustees meeting and
"judging by the session we had
at the last board meeting, he will
be approved," Trustee Virginia
Plattsaid.

Mason
: Continued from page 1.
Jack Taylor, vice president of
minority affairs, defended Olscamp's decision to promote
Mason. He said it does not apKar that affirmative action has
en side-stepped in appointing
Mason.
"The president has a prerogative to appoint who he believes is
qualified for the position," he
said.
Lancaster further claims the
appointment "smacks of the old
boys' network," in which one
white male in an administrative
position promotes another white
male into a lasting administrative position.
Before coming to the University, Mason served as director of
development at Western Washington University, where Olscamp was university president.
Olscamp hired Mason in 1982 as
his assistant and promoted him
to executive assistant to the
president in 1984.
Mason also assumed the role
of secretary to the Board of
Trustees in 1982 — a position he
will continue temporarily after
becoming vice president of university relations.
He earned a doctoral degree in
education administration at the

Study blames Noriega
Witnesses link ex-leader to gunrunning operations
WASHINGTON <AP|- Manuel Antonio Noriega, Panama's former military strongman, was
heavily involved in international gunrunning,
working both sides of the political street, according to Senate investigators.
At one point, pilots flying weapons for Noriega to
the Contra rebels in Nicaragua are said by witnesses to have flown on to the United States with a
cargo of narcotics.
Noriega, who controlled the Panama security
apparatus, was well positioned to engage in "the
gray market arms business," according to the 1988
report of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on narcotics headed by Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.
Even before the death of Gen. Omar Torriios,
then Panama's ruling figure, in a mysterious 1981
plane crash, Noriega had the authority to issue
certificates to legitimize the shipment of foreign
arms to Panama.
"Once in Panama, Noriega would sell the
weapons to whomever bid the most for them," the
committee said, citing the testimony of Jose Blandon, a former Panamanian intelligence official
and one-time Noriega adviser.
Blandon told the subcommittee that Noriega's
earliest clients in the late 1970s included the Sandinista rebels in Nicaragua, who were successfully
battling to oust that country's dictator, Anastasio
Somoza.
Noriega's associates purchased the weapons in

Carlton, flying a second Panamanian plane on
the same weapons-delivery mission, said he pulled
Rodriguez from the aircraft, put him on his plane
and flew to Panama, where they both went into
hiding.
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18K
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Europe, brought them to Panama and then moved
them into neighboring Costa Rica for shipment to
the Sandinistas.
Quoting Blandon, the report said those buying
guns for Noriega included Michael Harari, a retired agent of the Israeli intelligence service, Mossad.
Harari, who traveled to Israel immediately after
U.S. troops invaded Panama last month, has been
described as one of Noreiga's closest advisers, a
description he rejects as false.
The Senate panel reported that although Noriega
sold many weapons to the Sandinistas, "many
more wound up in storage when the Sandinista war
ended in 1979.*
Floyd Carlton, a former Noriega pilot, testified
the excess weapons were then "marketed by Panama to the rebels in El Salvador."
Carlton said he and his partner, Cesar Rodriguez, flew the weapons to El Salvador in 1980 using
Panamanian military aircraft.
On one trip the plane Rodriguez was flying was
damaged on takeoff and crashed when if attempted to land in El Salvador.
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Sports Tuesday
leers sweep Wolves 5-2,9-8
Jonuorv 16,19*0

Plageman's overtime goal on Saturday keeps BG in third place
OT victory
important
for Falcons
It's over. Finally.
For the first time in more than
two years, overtime didn't mean
heartbreak to the Bowling
Green hockey team in the regular season.
Otis Plageman's slap shot
from the left face-off circle beat
Michigan's goalie Tim Keough
with 2:48 seconds on the clock to
Sive the Falcons a 9-8 victory—
leir first regular season overtime win since Oct. 31,1987,
when the icers beat Miami.
"I picked up the puck in our
zone and no one challenged me
up the ice," said Plageman after
recording his fourth goal of the
season. 'I just let the shot go,
but I never saw it go in the net.
"That's the funny thing about
overtime, it's usually not a pretty goal that wins the game.
But for the Falcons, that goal
was as beautiful as anything Picasso could have painted.
"We've got a terrible record in
overtime, BG center Nelson
Emerson said. "We always
work hard, but it's in the back of
your mind. Tonight we got a
break and Otis put the puck in
the net."
So far this season the Falcons
were 0-3 in overtime, with losses
coming to Northern Michigan,
Michigan State and IllinoisChicago. These three losses
were part of the 0-9-5 regularseason skid the Falcons snapped
with Saturday's victory.
"You are due to win one. It's
like flipping a coin," BG coach
Jerry York said. "Then again
we aren't going to swap all those
overtime losses for the win that
sent us to Joe Louis last year
(ironically also against Michigan) and the win in the national
final (1984).
"You still want to win all the
close games. It's important to
win all the close games. Sometimes winning in overtime is just
like scoring with a few minutes
left in the game."
No matter how trivial a streak
it was, the win was extremely
important for goalie Paul Connell.
Connell, a senior who hadn't
started since Dec. 9 mainly because of the superb play of
freshman Angelo Libertucci,
was in the game when the streak
was snapped. When Libertucci
struggled in the second period,
allowing five goals, York called
on his senior to close out the
contest.
"That win was something I
definitely needed," Connell said.
"Angelo has been playing tremendous hockey and I have
supported him. But when coach
told me I was going in, I was
ready and nothing was going to
stop us from winning the game.
'XJetting a win like this is like
getting a gorilla off my back. An
overtime win is such a key win
and something we needed."
The win was important to the
Falcons (who are in third place)
as they have now opened a six
point lead between them and the
Wolverines. At the same time,
they have put Lake Superior
(second) in their sights as they
trail the Lakers by six points.
"I think this was the biggest
win of the season.'' BG forward
Matt Ruchty said.
ODD

The game also offered another
milestone for Emerson, who lit
the lamp for the 100th time in his
career when he scored at the
6:46 mark of the first period.
Emerson's four points in the
weekend sweep of Michigan also
saw him pass Brian Hills on
BG's all-time Central Collegiate
Hockey Asociation points list
with 198.
Although he came close to getting the 100th goal in Ann Arbor
on Friday, Emerson was happy
to get it in front of his home
crowd.
"I wanted to score it in BG,"
said Emerson, who also tallied
his first career goal against the
Wolverines. "I didn't think it
was a burden; I knew it would
come eventually."
Now the attention on Emerson
has turned to his chase for the
BG all-time points title. He is
currently third with 259 points,
eight behind George McPhee
(267) and 11 behind Brian Hills
(270).
Don Hensley is a sports writer
for The News.

by Mike Drabenstott

sports writer
It's not necessarily what
someone does that makes him a
hero, but when he does it.
Such was the case Saturday
night as sophomore def enseman
Otis Plageman, an unlikely hero
in his own
right, scored
at 2:12 into
sudden-death
overtime to
give the Falcons a thrilling
9-8 victory
over Michigan
and a weekend
sweep followPlageman
ing a 5-2 win
Friday in Ann Arbor, Mich.
The game marked the first
time in more than two years that
BG emerged from a regularseason overtime game victorious, while the sweep gave the
Falcons, now tied for 12th in the
NCAA poll, a dozen wins in their
last 15 games.
Plageman, who entered the
weekend with only three goals,
took a Llew Ncwana pass in the
BG zone, skated up the left side
of the ice, then slapped the puck
from the top of the left circle
toward Wolverine goaltender
Tim Keough.
Keough appeared to have the
shot saved, but the puck deflected off his glove and over his left
shoulder Defore finding the
twine. Though Plageman said he
did not see the shot go in, he
knew he had scored the game
winner as soon as his teammates began mobbing him and
the record crowd of 5,005 erupted.
"I picked up the puck in our
own zone and my first inkling
was to get it over the red line," a
beaming Plageman said. "But
no one challenged me so I kept
going and I took a shot.
"Luckily, it went in. I didn't
see the puck go in the net — I got
hit as soon as I took the shot."
Early in the contest overtime
seemed out of the question. BG
took a 3-1 lead after the first
period on goals by Matt Ruchty,

m

Nelson Emerson and Jim Solly,
causing UM coach Red Berenson to pull Warren Sharpies
from the net in favor of Keough.
Emerson's goal was the 100th of
his career.
The Falcons increased their
lead to 4-1 after a Dan Bylsma
goal, then answered a UM goal
with a Rick Mullins tally to
make the score 5-2. The Wolverines then scored four of the
game's next five goals to knot
the score at six to enter the final
20 minutes of regulation.
Surprisingly, BG coach Jerry
York replaced goaltender Angelo Libertucci with senior Paul
Connell following the second intermission. Ironically, Libertucci began to take the starting job from Connell Nov. 3
against the same Wolverine
team.
"I thought Angelo started
fighting the puck, York said.
"It was almost contagious with
the goaltenders. Tonight it got
into a shoot-out type game and I
guess we both went to the bullpen."
BG's Peter Holmes put the
Falcons up 7-6 with 4:53 gone in
the third, but the Wolverines responded with two goals against
Connell, including a go-ahead
goal by Mike Moes at 15:24 to
give UM an 8-7 lead.
Ruchty then performed some
heroics of his own, taking a
sharp pass from Emerson at the
right side of the net and redirecting the puck off Keough's skates
and into the net for the equalizer. His team-leading 22nd goal
of the campaign set the stage for
Plageman s overtime score."
"It was kind of a shot-pass to
the side of the net and I don't
know how it went in," Berenson
said. "It was one of those goals
you don't see very often.
"It was a heartbreaker."
The forlorn Wolverine mentor
added he was disappointed with
the way his team neglected to
hold BG's offense in check
throughout the game, especially
near the end.
"We had a couple of soft goals
against," he said. "You can't
get into a shoot-out. We scored
C See leers, page 11.

BG News/Greg Horvath
BG's Marc Potvin (24) battles In front of the net for position as teammate Brett Harkins (12) moves in during the
icers' 9-8 overtime victory against Michigan on Saturday. The Falcons also won Friday to solidify their thirdplace position in the CCHA.

Price has first triple double
as Cleveland nips Spurs
After Chucky Brown's two free throws put the
RICHFIELD, O. (AP) — Guard Mark Price recorded the first triple-double of his career with 25 Cavaliers ahead 91-86, San Antonio's Vernon
points, 12 assists and 11 rebounds as the Cleveland Maxwell made a 3-pointer that cut the Cleveland
Cavaliers defeated the San Antonio Spurs 92-89 lead to 91-89 with 11 seconds remaining.
Monday.
Price made one of two foul shots with 10 seconds
Price made six of nine 3-point shots for the Cavaliers, who set a team record by hitting 10 long- left to give Cleveland a three-point lead. Terry
Cummings then missed a 3-point shot for San Anrange shots in 22 attempts.
It was the third straight win for Cleveland and tonio, and the Cavaliers ran out the clock after
the second consecutive loss for San Antonio, which Larry Nance grabbed the rebound.
Eot 28 points and 10 rebounds from rookie center
lavid Robinson.
Craig Ehlo scored 20 points for Cleveland and
Williams added 14.
Cleveland led 82-67 after Hot Rod Williams made
Anderson scored 17 points for the Spurs, but
two foul shots with 8:36 left. The Spurs then went
on a 19-7 run, cutting the Cleveland lead to 8946 Cummings, who is averaging 22.3 points per game,
with 55 seconds left on a driving basket by Willie was held to nine points. Cummings made only
three of 20 field goal attempts.
Anderson.

Men cagers run past Broncos
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports writer

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - The
city of Kalamzaoo will never be
confused with the upbeat atmosphere of New York or Los
Angeles.
But the Bowling Green men's
basketball team will most likely
remember this southwestern
Michigan city as a place it returned to the fast lane.
The Falcons, who had suffered
back-to-back Mid-American
Conference losses coming in,
reverted to the fast-pace transition game Saturday afternoon
to defeat the Western Michigan
Broncos, 99-75, in front of 2,951
at Read Fieldhouse.
BG utilized the fastbreak to
win nine of its first 11 contests;
however, in the last two games
against Ball State and Miami,
the upbeat pace had been abandoned.
"We wanted to get back to
what we did in the first half of
the season," said forward Joe
Moore, who had 14 points and a
game-high 12 rebounds. "And
that was getting out on the break
and running. Basically, we
didn't want to set up any plays
right away, we wanted to see
what the defense would give us
first."
A major cog in the fast-paced
offense early in the season was
Clinton Venable. Saturday,
Venable scored 15 points and dished out five assists, but played
a more discrete role as another
Falcon came to the forefront.
Billy Johnson, who gained his
first start of the season due to a
muscle strain in guard Kirk
Whiteman's back, responded
with a career-high 27 points.
But you won't catch the
6-foot-3 junior guard, who started in 16 contests last season,
pleading for a starting position.
"It doesn't really matter to
me who starts," he said. "We
just want to get out and play
hard. Everybody wants to start,
and I can't really say I never
think about it. But I just have to
go out and give it a 100 percent
and give it my best shot.
"I think the team as a whole
thought that today, if we got the
transition game going, we'd be
difficult to stop. We have so

many weapons."
The Broncos had difficulty
stopping the Falcons from start
to finish. The Falcons sprinted
to an 11-3 lead, and never led by
less than five as they built a
50-36 halftime cushion.
BG upped its lead to 73-52 in
the first 8:10 of the second half
and never looked back as it recorded win No. 10 against four
losses, while improving its MAC
record to 2-2.
"We were dominated in every
conceivable way," WMU head
coach Bob Donewald said.
"They took our inside game
away, and that left it up to the
perimeter game.
"Bowling Green showed how
fun and exciting fastbreak basketball can be. They just ex-

ploited our weaknesses so
quickly."
The inside game the Bronco
mentor was referring to is
headed by 6-10 center Jim Havrilla. The sophomore entered the
contest averaging 20.1 points
and 9.7 rebounds per contest.
But on this Saturday afternoon, thanks to the stellar defensive performance of BG's
center Ed Colbert, coupled with
strong support from teammates
Moore, Tom Hall and Steve
Watson — who also scored 19
points —Havrilla managed to
score just eight points and record eight rebounds.
The setback dropped the
Broncos to 7-6 overall, 2-2 in the
conference.
BG head coach Jim Larran-

aga said his team went through
an evaluation following last
Wednesday's embarrassing
20-point home loss to the Redskins.
"We went and scrutinized the
tapes of recent games compared
to a number of games we played
earlier in the year," he said.
"There were a couple of things
(gambling too often on defense
and failure to execute the halfcourt offense) which were very
consistent in our earlier games,
which were not consistent recently."
Guard Mark Brown, who led
the Broncos with 18 points, may
have put BG's performance in
the most accurate perspective.
"It was just a blur," he said.

BG News/ John Grieshop
Billy Johnson pulls up to look for an open man in Bowling Green's rout of Western Michigan Saturday. The junior guard, making his first start of the year, scored a career-high 27 points as the Falcons broke a two-game MidAmerican Conference losing streak.
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Substitutes
shine for
BG women
by Matt Schroder
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green women's
basketball fans caught a
Slimpse of the future Monay night, as freshmen and
sophomores ran the floor
almost the entire game.
Head coach Fran Voll
was allowed the luxury of
resting his regulars due to
a 87-52 victory over Maryland-Baltimore County at
Anderson Arena.
The younger players
took advantage of the increased playing time, as
the bench accounted for 45
Falcon points.
Freshman Lori Albers
and sophomore Cathy
Koch each hit for career
highs in points, with 15 and
12, respectivley. Albers
started her second game in
a row, but has been a reserve player for most of
the season.
Voll was happy to see
such a balanced effort on
the part of his team.
"The game was good for
everybody. Everybody got
to play, and everybody
played well," he said. "To
gain some more experience for our younger
players in particular, I
think that's a real plus.
UMB opened the game in
a 2-1-2 zone defense and BG
responded by shooting the
lights out.
Junior forward Traci
Gorman hit four jumpers
and Koch made two within
the first 10 minutes as the
Falcons eventually opened
up a 32-13 lead at the 3:28
mark of the first half.
"I was open most of the
time, so I kept putting it up
and it just went in," Koch
said.
Based on the halftime
stats, this one should have
been awarded to the Fal□ See Rout, page 11.
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Bonner producing every game
ner most of the game, making it much harder for her to score.
"She stepped up and had a great game and hit some tough shots,"
Hess said. 'fShe's a great player, though, and great players will do
that.

by Charles Toll
assistant sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. — While the women's basketball team searches for consistency from its offense, one Falcon starter has managed to put out a great effort during a scoring slump.
Senior center Angie Bonner with her stellar play has kept BG in
each of its last two loses and sank two free throws with two seconds
left against Western Michigan to help pull out the 76-74 victory.
"I just thought I had to concentrate and have confidence that they
were going to go in," said the two-time second team All MidAmerican Conference pick.
In the Falcons' previous two close defeats to MAC teams, Ball
State (60-59) and Miami (7f>66), Bonner averaged 20 points and seven rebounds.
Against the Broncos, she finished the game with 17 points and four
rebounds, pretty good numbers considering she was swarmed under
by WMU s defense every time she got the ball.
Broncos' head coach Jim Hess had his defense double team Bon-

V

"You try to contain great players. I thought we made it difficult
for her today. She earned whatever she got.
Bonner said the double teaming made her concentrate more on
holding on to the ball underneath.
"I just had to be more aggressive when I held the ball so they
couldn't slap it away unless ifwas a foul," she said.
Bonner, who has started most of her four years at BG, said her experience in tight games had little to do with her making the clutch
tree throws at the end of the game.
"In a situation like that, experience doesn't necessasarily help you
because you have to have confidnece in yourself," she said. "Even if
you're a freshman, you just have to believe that your going to put it
The team's slx-for-six shooting from the foul line in the final 1:11
was a welcome sight for head coach Fran Voll, whose team came
into the game making only 60 percent of its free throw opportunities.
"I'm so excited to see free throws made anytime, even if they're
clutch," he said. "We haven't set the world on fire from the foul line
and when we step up and hit a free throw I can't tell you what it does
forme."
"
"There's pressure every game, particuarly MAC games," he said.
"There's pressure not to get too far back, pressure to stay in a good
position.
Voll shifted his starting line-up against WMU, inserting freshman
Lori Albers at the forward spot in place of struggling junior Heather
Finfrock.
Albers and Finfrock both responded well in their new roles.
Albers made one of two shots from the line and all six of her free
throws in 20 minutes of play before fouling out with 5:57 to go. She
D See Bonner, page 11.
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BG News/ John Grteshop
Angle Bonner fights her way through traffic in the Falcons' two-point win
over Western Michigan on Saturday. The senior center made two free
throws with two seconds left to provide the margin of victory. BG had suffered two narrow losses prior to the victory.
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Preferred Properties Co.
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insulated window glass
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Gymnasts lose to Flashes BG tankers lose then win
by Mike Momlney
sports writer

For the Bowling Green women's gymnastics
team, this past weekend's meet proved to be one
full of disappointment.
On Saturday the Falcons dropped their first regular season meet to two-time defending MidAmerican Conference champion Kent State by a
score of 176.2 to 177.2.
Head coach Charles Simpson said he was proud
of how the team competed against Kent but emphasized the disappointment felt by the gymnasts
after the tough loss.
"We knew we had to really do well there and I
felt we did," Simpson said. "If we can compete
like that on the road against Kent, we are in good
shape for the rest of the season. The team, as well
as myself, are really disappointed."
The Falcons were leading the meet by two points
going into the final event, the floor exercise, but
Kent proved to be too strong for BG as the Falcons
were only able to come up with a sixth place finish.
"They really came on strong in the floor event,"
Simpson said. "This is the point where the tide really turned."
Led by junior Meg Griffin, who took first place in
the all around competition with an exeptional

score of 35.65, the tumblers won two out of the four
events including the vault and the beam. Freshman Robin WaU also turned in a good performance, taking fourth in the all around competition
with a 33.05.
On the vault, the Falcons took three out of the
possible six places: first, second and sixth. Junior
Kim Crawford headed BG by turning in a score of
9.15 to finish first. Not far behind in second place
was junior Mary Beth Friel with a score of 9.1.
Sixth place belonged to junior Kirstin Scott (8.85).
The beam, which was the Falcons most impressive event of the afternoon, saw four BG gymnasts
place. Griffin took first place with a score of 9.3,
Crawford came in second with a 9.2 and fellow junior Nikki Condon tied for third with a 9.15 finish.
Sophomore Julie Zikes finished sixth with an 8.95.
Scott led the Falcons on the uneven bars, taking
third place with a score of 8.7. Zikes was fourth
(8.55) and Griffin came in sixth (8.45).
Entering the final event, the tumblers had Kent
on the ropes; however, it was just not meant to be.
The Falcons placed only one gymnast in the top six
performers, that being Griffin who finished sixth
with a 9.1.
"We just need to get rid of some errors — if we
can do that we will be able to get that first win
under our belt," he said.

by Steve Euton
sports writer

The men's and women's
swimming teams experienced
the thrill of victory and the
agony of defeat last weekend.
On Friday night the men and
women both lost to Wright State
by 165-75 and 124-117 scores, respectively. However, on Saturday they rebounded to defeat
John Carroll, Xavier and Findlay in a quadrangular meet.
Bowling Green coach Brian
Gordon was pleased with both
the men's and women's performances and overall efforts
against Wright State.
"I think we swam a good
meet, and we really grew up,"
he said. "The men continued to
improve on their times, but our
depth was a critical factor in the
meet."
Individual winners for the
men were senior Michael Poindexter (3-meter diving), sophomore Brian Kaminski (200 IM)

and freshman Ted Fortney (200
backstroke).
Gordon said the women swam
exceptionally well but were
handicapped by illness.
"We had to send Shari Williams and Debbie Ray, two of
our top three point scorers,
home sick. Even with them not
competing it still came down to
the final event (400 yard freestyle relay)," he said. "Our
young swimmers performed
well to make up for the loss of
Shari and Debbie."
The Falcons were led with
first-place finishes by sophomore Katie Thompson (1000
free), junior Gina Jacobs (500
free), freshman Jody Reed (200
backstroke) and freshman Jill
Bowers (200 butterfly).
On Saturday the men's and
women's teams completely dominated their opposition. In capturing 12 of 13 events, the men
totalled 106 points to defeat JCU
(64 points), XU (49) and FU
(13).

Individual winners for the
Falcons were senior captain
Tom Minsel, junior Steve Haugen, sophomore Doug Madore,
sophomore Adam Burton. Fortney, Kaminski and Poindexter.
The 200 medley relay team
(Haugen, Minsel, Fortney and
freshman Dave Oler) and the
200 free relay team (Kaminski,
Oler, Madore and Burton) were
also victorious.
The women also had an outstanding day, winning all their
events to total 94 points. JCU
placed second with 64 points, followed by XU with 49 points and
FU with 13.
Freshman Tina Weatherbie,
freshman Jennifer Olson and
Bowers were double winners.
Junior Andrea Guidi, Thompson
and Reed each were individual
winners.
Divers Stephanie Hertling and
Jenny Kent placed first in the
3-meter and 1-meter competition, respectively.

Rout

□ Continued from page 9.
consbyTKO.
QShooting percentage: BG —
43; UMB-23
nTurnovers: BG — 10; UMB
-17
: Score: BG —36; UMB —16
Unfortunately for the Retreivers, the second half only got
worse.
The deeper Voll reached to his
bench, the more points BG

scored. No Falcon played less
than 11 minutes, and 11 of the 12
players were represented in the
scoring column.
Freshman Jenny Kennedy
was the lone Falcon not to score,
but she was effective as a point
guard, dishing out three assists.
"We went after the point
aid. "I
guard awful hard," Voll said,
don't think they were able to

generate much of anything."

a a a

Angie Bonner, who scored a
team-high 17 points, sank two
free throws with two seconds
remaining to lift the Falcons to a
76-74 victory over Western Michigan, Saturday.
BG led 37-31 at the half, and
jumped to its biggest lead, 54-44,
with 11:42 to play in the game.

DON'T MISS
PRIORITY REGISTRATION
FOR FALL '90.

Bonner
Q Continued from page 10.
also drew the role of guarding
the Broncos' toughest player,
Kim Barrier, who came into the
game averaging 16 points a
contest.
"I thought (Albers) did an extrememly fine job in her first
go," Voll said. She's a player
who finds the ball, can rebound
it and can do just a lot of
things."

Finfrock, who has been in a
shooting slump which had seen
her go scoreless in the last two
games, scored 12 points and
pulled down three rebounds. She
finished five of six from the field
and two of three from the foul
line —including two pressure
free throws in the final minutes.
"I want a good player out of
(Finfrock)," Voll said. "She

came in and seemed very relazed and I like the fact that she
went right at people."

Course requests end
January 28, 1990.

Voll added the changing frontline players underneath did not
hinder Bonner's play.
"Angie can adapt to about
anybody that she needs to adapt
to from an inside standpoint,"
he said.

leers

D Continued from page 9.
eight goals and should have
won."
Friday's victory for BG featured a power play which could
have been labeled "new and improved." After connecting on
only three of the previous 24
power plays entering the game,
York replaced big men Marc
Potvin and Ruchty with Martin
Jiranek and Peter Holmes,
moved Emerson from the point
to the wing and inserted defenseman Kevin Dahl at the
point.
The result: four manadvantage red-lighters in eight
attempts. Jiranek had the first
at 5:56 into the game, followed
by Holmes at 2:18 into the second.

BG defenseman Rob Blake
notched a short-handed goal at
13:30, with Ruchty giving the
Falcons a 4-0 lead with a powerplay goal at 17:14.
Brett Harkins scored the final
Falcon goal just 36 seconds into
the finalstanza.
"We went to two smaller,
quicker players," York said.
We're going to give them a
little more tune, and we still
have the two bigger, strongei,
morephysical players.
"MU is so quick and we
thought we had to have quicker
players out there against their
penalty killers. Sometimes you
need size and strength, but this
time we needed more quickness."

Woodland Mall
Cinema

GREENBRIAR INC.

Pfion* J»4 oss»
lino Qtrmn. Ohio

Now leasing New Apartments
For Fall 1990

TANGO & CASH

CAMBPELL HILL
APARTMENTS

R

7:00, 9:05

Across From Carter Park
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments Featuring Air
Conditioning, Full Basement,
Dishwasher, Garbage Disposals, and
Washer/ Dryer Hookups.
224 E. WOOSTER ST.

352-0717

Hrs. M-F
SAT

'

9-5
9-1

WE WANT YOU

MERMAID
G
6:15, 8:00

n

STEEL

MAGNOLIAS
PG

7:15, 9:30

BORN ON THE
FOURTH OF JULY

BACK TO THE
FUTURE 2

R

PG

6:50, 9:40

7:10, 9:20

Cinemark Gift Certificates make the perfect gitt

WE WANT YOU

WE WANT YOU

WE WANT YOU

DAVID LETTERMAN'S TOP TEN REASONS WHY
BOWLING GREEN STUDENTS LIKE TO STUDY IN ENGLAND
•

••••••www*******

10.

To be able to watch the Benny Hill Show
seven nights a week.

9.

To be able to join the "Real Ale Society,"
one of England's most professional clubs.

8.

To get away from Bowling Green for a
semester and try something different.

7.

To watch Prince Charles playing polo while
Princess Di cheerfully shops.

6.

To eat Yorkshire pudding and beef and
kidney pie.

5.

To listen to the British speaking an
unfamiliar language - English!

4.

To find the birth place of the Beatles
and see the infamous Strawberry Fields.

3.

To see all the crazy haircuts that your
Mother would never let you have.

2.

To see all the cars driving on the wrong
side of the road.

The University Activities Organization is looking for a
Spotlight Entertainment Director for the Spring
Semester

WE WANT YOU!!!!!!
Pick up applications at the UAO Office on the 3rd floor of the Union.
Applications are due on Wednesday, January 17th at 5 pm in the UAO
Office. Call 372-2343 with any questions.
- Be involved in bringins great entertainment to Bowling Green this
semester...

WE WANT YOU

WE WANT YOU

WE WANT YOU

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations
for the Fall of 1990
•
•
•
•
•

AND NUMBER ONE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 1.

WE WANT YOU

To camp out at Buckingham Palace waiting
for another Royal Wedding to happen.

[

ISN' T THA T SPECIAL!!!!!
*****************
For more nformation on Ihe Study in England Program, contact the Center for
International Programs, 403 South Hall, phone 372-2247.

aL

Columbia Court Apartments - Additional New Buildings
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
224 E. Wooster St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds

January 16,1 WO

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
II D4d X Mai deaf roy your takings II
Recruit Wood donor* a aunt100. »M or 121
Sign up* UA0.3rdH Union mm Jan. 17
• • RACOUET8ALL CLUB ■ •
COED PARTIES
ALL-LEVELS. PARTIES
TOURNAMENTS. PARTIES
ROAD TRIPS. PARTIES
First meeting ol the semester
8 30 Wed Jv I7M«CenterTVLounge

Attention Pre-Law Society »OT»I
And anybody alia Intaraaladl
Organisational mig. Wad. Jan 17th
•i 7:10 In MM Capital Room, third Floor ol ih.

■in

Wa will bo electing committee chairman and
Olecusslng upcoming activities.
Atlanllon Pre-Law Soclaly Mombara
And anybody ataa Intaraaladl
Organliallonal rrrlg. Wad Jan 17th
at 7:90 In tha Capital Room, Third Floor ol lha

■MM

Wa will ba alacling commit!a* chairman and
dlscuatiog upcoming activities
AM A
First Formal Mooting
Tuas . Jan 16
Speaker R K Tucker
BGSU Assertivenoes Prot
MSC220 7 30 pm
Everyone Is Welcome1'
AD CLUB
Marc Stover of Channel 13
Media and Sales
wtl be the guest speaker.
Wednesday January 1 7 1990
at 7 30pm
m McFal Center Assembly Room
AH majors are welcome
Join The A0 Club ADyantagai'!

ATTENTION STU0ENT VETERANS
NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE MEMBERS
The service members assistance organization
meeting wa be held Wed Jan 17 RM 107.
Hayes Hal at 7 00 PM lor more information
call353 7984
Attention Business Students'
Oelta Sigma Pi. the professional, co-ed. business fraternity is starting up its Spring 1990
pledge program Find out more by going to our
on campus party Wednesday. January 17 on
the second floor ol the Student Services Budding, 7 30PM-10 00PM H you have any 7 cat
Jim at 354 4649 or Bop al 354 7635
BGSU AD CLUB

LACROSSE LACROSSE LACROSSE
Anyone tnlaxeansd m playing Lacrosse lor
BGSU There wB be an organizational meeting
Tues 9 30PMm I14BA

• ■ RHOCHI APPLICATIONS ■ ■
Anyone interested can pick one up In the
GREEK UFE otflco They are due to 3161 Stu
dent Services) no leter man 5 pmFn Jan 19

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE M INOPT ICE
HOCKEY ■ JAN 11. M BASKETBALL ■ JAN
16: W. C BASKETBALL JAN 1 7. M BOWL
■MO JAN 23

Female imte needed for 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath
apt Own room ■ newer apartment includes
diehwasher Cal 363-4484 ft leave msisaps
or 362-6601 after 5pm

Hiring commission drivers, sub-bar persona ft
salad bar persona. Ful/pe/1-tkne Apply In person between 2 4 Pagkais Ptua 045 S Mam
80

Phi Beta Lambda
Membership Drive
Business Admrtatralion Buedmg Lobby
January 16-18.1989 Irom 9AM-4PM
OAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

••GET AWAY FROM THE CROWDS-TAKE A
BREAK VACATION SAIL TO THE BAHAMAS
WITH THE BGSU SAILING CLUB. CALL KIM
353-845I OR ATTEND THE MEETING JAN
1ITHi:0OPM 104 BA

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE M BASKETBALL-JAN. 16, W.C BASKETBALL-JAN 17.
M BOWLING - JAN. 23.

rimass roommate needed lmmediete»y for
Spring Semester 1990 Only 6375 00 for entire semester'Wil negotiate 372 3751

FOR SALE

PM SIGMA KAPPA
If you do one thing this semester, gel an education
If you do a second Join Phi Sigma Kappa THE
FRATERNITY Of THE NENETIESIPHI SIGMA
KAPPA

ADOPTION
happay married couple ol 14
years. We promise your chad a loving home a
Mrtancasl security Devoted, stay at home Mom.
caring Oad A one big sister An medical a legal
expenses paid Call collect 4 19-822-9268

INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED BASKET
BALL - MANDATORY CLINIC - JANUARY 16.
7-10.30 P.M.. FLOOR HOCKEY - MANDATORY CLINIC - JANUARY 29. 5-8 00 PM
APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER

Female wanted to sublease E Reed St apt
GET THE FIRST MONTHS RENT FREE" 2
person apt for Spring Sem Pisses cal
3539549

PI OMEGA PI
COMPUTER WSK AND PAPER SALE
BALOBBV
JAN 16 JAN 19
PLACEMENT WORKSHOP TODAY'"
Career Search Correspondence
6 30 PM -OHIO SUITE
Study in England
At the University of East Angka m Norwich. England Informational meeting Wed Jan 17 at
7:30 PM. 411 South Hal Or ca« mil Program
22247
TRIATHLETES
There will be a meeting to plan an end of the
semester Triathlon a other events Meet m
Prout Main Lounge. Wed. Jan 17 at 7.30pm
Questions' Can t atterxf Can Judy 372-6900

There wil be an informational
meeting Wednesday January 31

Volunteer Organizational Meeting
lor BGSU students interested m tutoring children, working with the handicapped or teaching aduita to read
Wed Jen 17 at 6 00 7 00PM
Basement of United Christian Feeowship comer
ThursHn end Ridge St
Information, call 352-7534
WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT RADIO a
TELEVISION NEWS PRODUCTION?
STOP BY THE R.T.N.D.A. INFORMATION
TABLE THIS WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, I
FRIDAY IN WEST HALL NEXT TO THE RADIO
STATIONS.
Woman In Co
nlcallo
'Sexism in the Workplace," presented by Dr
Pamela Ameson from the tPCO depl wi» be
the topic of our next meeting Please x>n us
Tuesday. Jan 16 at 7 30 PM m 115BAtohear
about this important topic thai could affect us
eft

wicrvncrwrcrwici

"RESUME EXPERT" Help Sessions:
January 16. 17. 18
9.00. 1000. 11 00am
1 30,2 30.3 30 pm
PtecementOffice. 360 Stu Serv
Noappt necessary

CarpeDiem
CarpeDiem
CarpeDiem

LOST & FOUND

CRC invites you to volunteer and assist m meeting the needs ol identified children in Wood
County Flemble scheduling Call 35? 7WS
EIO
Environmental Interest Group
General Meeting Working Towards Earth Day
1990 All Welcome 7 30pm Wad 1-1 7 at 210
Hayes Hal
Gain Experience"
Volunteers needed lor the Key yearbook Photography-writing sales-layout
Inof meelmg
Tues Jan 16th 8pm AH welcome'

JAPANESE CLUB
Wednesday. Jan 17 8PM
MacOonak) 070(by the Towers lrm|
Find out what it s like to live a study n Japan
Ann Geismenn speak on her experiences at
NanZan University
Everyone welcome!

Are you Interested In radio?
Join WFAL Cable 14,6B0 AM
Come) to our organizational meeting
Wed Jan 17 al 8:00 PM In
Room I 00/ BAA
Learn all about how you can get involved1
ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR CAR? IS IT A
COLLECTORS ITEM? OR DO YOU HAVE A
•BEATER THAT BARELY MAKES IT TO BG
AND BACK? EITHER WAY. WE'D LIKE TO
HEAR YOUR STORY FOR AN UPCOMING
SPECIAL EDITION OF THE BG NEWS CALL
2- 2604 AND ASK FOR DEBBIE OR LYNN

TV NEWS REPORTER JULIE MALKIN AND
PHOTOGRAPHER STEVE FRANCE OF
TOLEDO 11 NEWS WILL BE THE KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS AT THE R.T.N.D.A. MEETING
MONDAY, JAN. 22 AT 6:JO PM 121 WEST
HALL
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

WB have a membership drive
Tues Jan 16 - Tues Jan 23
Tables win be set up in the BA
Bunding and University Hal

AOTT
CLASSIC

Found 1 gold ring
Musi describe Found m November

Cal 353-5738

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal
Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. copies
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Can BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting services

Karate Starts Today'
600 Middle Eppler Gym Bring a Frktndl
Karate Starts Today'

See the Okie Worlde
Study in England at the University ol East Angle
m Norwich. England Informational meeting
Wed Jan 17 al 7 30 PM. 411 South. Or cal
Inll Programs 2 2247
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI
The brothers ol Sigma CM would Ilka to congratulate Ross Moaner on his engagement to
Dawn.
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI
Sign up lo be an Orientation Host Applications
available in 405 Student Services Applications
due Jan 19

Brothers of Bets Theta PI
Brotherhood
How much can you share?
■KAIThe Dragon's Teeth

Space Savers Inc
Lolls, sofas A refrigerators
Rentals 352 5475

Space Savers Inc
Lofts, sofas & refrigerators
Rentals 352-5475

CHICAGO-CHICAGO-CHICAGO
Spend a weekend in Downtown Chicago Jan
26-28
Only $65 for transportation a hotel
Hotel in the heart ol Downtown
Near shoppog. sites a mghtefe
Sign-up at the UAO office by Fn Jan 19
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'
CHICAGO'CHICAQO'CHICAGO
JAN 26-28
ONLY $65 FOR ENTRIES WEEKEND
UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO'UAO
Consider the tacts
Apporoximatety 50S of the current freshman
class will graduate 4 years from now
75%
of those toming the Greek system will graduate
Catch the wave"
Rush info night on Thursday at 7 30 PM
DITCH OAYTONA-SAIL TO THE BAHAMAS
WITH THE BGSU SAILING CLUB FOR INFO
CALL KIM 353-9458 OR COME TO THE MEETING TUES JAN 18 9:00 PM 104 BA
DZ HOLLY PECHAUER OZ
Happy Birthday Harteyl
Hope your celebration was natty
You're finally 21
And your fun has just begun
Love.
The other 3 ol the Fearsome Foursome
Mar go and Juke Squared
FIRST AIDERS NEEDED FOR INTRAMURALS ■
MUST HAVE CURRENT ADVANCED FIRST
AID AND CURRENT CPR APPLY IN 108 STUDENT REC CENTER
FLORIDA, WHO NEEDS IT?

Space Savers Inc
Lofts, sofas & refrige'etors
Rentals 352 54 75
Space Savers Inc
Lofts sofas S refrigerators
Rentals 352-5475
Space Savers Inc
Lofts, sofas a refrigerators
Rentals 352-5475
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS if you hsve not
yet registered for the 1989-90 academic year
and would like lo be included m the Spring Edition of the Organizations Directory- please contact the Ottice of Student Activities and Orientation before Wednesday, January 17. 1990.
Room 405 Student Services Building or cal
372-2843
THE DEMON IS OUTI
THE DEMON IS OUT!
The Phi Taus are taking the campus bystorm
and are loving every minute of if
RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU
THINK GREEK
Rush Information Night
Thursday at 7 30 PM
Lenhart Grand Bear com
Volunteer Organizational Meeting
lor BGSU students interested in tutoring children, working with the handicapped, or teach

mg adults to read
Wad Jan 17 at 8 00 7 00 PM
Basement of United Christian Feeowship comer
Thurstm and Ridge St
Information, el 352-7534
•RESUME EXPERT" Help Session.:
January 16. 17. 16
9 00. 10:00. 11 00am
1:30.2:30.3 30 pm
Placement Office 360 Stu Serv
Noappt necessary

WANTED

GO JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA

• * * WANTED ' " "
A male or female roommate lo sublease an
apartment lo* Spring '90 For information cal
353-9458 K.m or Jaaon

MARCH 18-25TH
Camping $309 Luxury visas S559
Hooded Ba|ae-Sia.50
Blanket s-S1i.OO
Poncho s-l 17.00

1 female rmte to sublease for Spring semester
521 E Merry First month rent it free.
354-7617

Saatvsa.SO
TIJauna Imports-35«-9616

• • RACOUETBALL CLUB ' ■
COED. PARTIES
ALL-LEVELS PARTIES
TOURNAMENTS. PARTIES
ROAD TRIPS. PARTIES
First meeting of the semester
8 30 Wed Jan 17 Rec Center TV Lounge

Pool Tournament
Every Tuesday at Stammers
Cash Prizes
Cheap beer

Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Thursday 7 30 PM
Lenhert Grand BaBoom
Rush Information Night

BROTHERS OF BETA THETA PI
Welcome to the 90 s The decade of the Dragon is here Enjoy the semester and work hard
to succeed In al thai you do KAI
The Dragons Teem

PERSONALS
KARATE
Starts NOW
Epplei Middle
6PM Tues a Thurs

PLACEMENT WORKSHOP TO0AYMI
Career Search Correspondence
6 30 PM - OHIO SUITE

INTERESTED IN MAKING SI AND GAINING
SALES EXPERIENCE? EXPERIENCE THAT
WILL HELP YOU WHETHER YOU PURSUE
ANY TYPE OF SALES CAREER OR NOT.
COME TO 316 WEST HALL TONITE, TUES
JAN 16 AND WED JAN 17 FROM 9-11. MUST
ATTEND BOTH. ANY ? CALL WFAL SALESASK FOR PAULA OR BECKY 372-2195

1 Male roommate needed for rest of Spring '90
Close to campus Si00 month Cal Btfl
372 3442
1 Of 2 roommates needed lor downtown house
No deposit needed Cal M*a 353-8066
1-2 roommates needed lor 60-91
Must be non smoking a non-drinking. Cal
354-3282 before 10pm Jr . Sr . or Oad student please
One female non smoking roommate needed
Rent$150/month Cal3544107

127 S. Main St.

*12 VISITS $20.00
*$99.00 UNLIMITED GYM USE AND
TANNING TILL SPRING BREAK
*$70.00 UNLIMITED TANNING TILL
SPRING BREAK
Exp. Jan. 20

352-8267

HELPI NEED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLEASE
HOUSE FOR SPRING 90 S95/MO CALL
354 0137 FOR MORE INFO

1977 Buck Skylark. New Urea, brakes.
AM/FM stereo Runs very good $600 or best
otter Cal 354-0706

Mate roommate needed to sublease duplex. Directly across from Founders on Wooster Share
room S150 plus cheap monthly bttts. cal Doug
364-0666

1981 Buick LeSabre must sel" Exceeent condition $2700 or win take partial trade for smaJiercar 3725655

Male roommate needed .mmed-Wety for spring
semester $500 (negotiable) free gaa A water.
No deposit Ca* 363-0074

Dorm refrigerator, typewriter. 2 formal dresses.
big shelf, bean bag. 2 bales, cassette recorder
A waftu-nsn For more info cal Stacy M. at
354 6833

Someone needed to rent my Spring 1990 apt
2 0drm Bth ftS Cosege Ctf 353-094 7

Fischer CD player $125
Great sound quality
Call 354-6135

Want to buy one • booklet of meal coupons Cal
after 6pm. 354-2t82
Wanted 1 F roommate for Spring 1990
Deposit and first mo rent paid
2 bdrm. 2 bath Cal 354-3477

Wanted male roommate to share 2 bedroom
house Adtecent campus Cal 354-5456
WANTE0-2 roommates needed to occupy
room In house Male or female, smoker or non.
Nice house, newfy remodeled. VERY CLOSE to
campus Rent $l47/mo plus utUities(ueueliy
low ) Cal Matt or John 352 0662
Wanted one female to sublesae one bedroom
apt on 2nd street $115/mo Cal 353-7697

HELP WANTED
AVON
Representatives needed Ful-tlme earnings,
part time hours Cal Judy 352-4296
BOWUNO GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN
TERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student as
Judge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff
No pay, but excellent experience for person interested in criminal justice or legal career Posi
tion to start immediately For application form,
cal Mary CowHi at 352-5263. 8:30 am to
4 30pm

INTERESTED IN MAKING SSAND GAINING
SALES EXPERIENCE? EXPERIENCE THAT
WILL HELP YOU WHETHER YOU PURSUE
ANY TYPE Of SALES CAREER OR NOT.
COME TO 316 WEST HALL TONITE. TUES
JAN 1 ft AND WED. JAN 17 FROM 9-11. MUST
ATTENO 80TH. ANY ? CALL WFAL SALESASK FOR PAULA OR BECKY 372-219$
MISCELLANY MAOAZINC. BOSU's sward
winning semesterly student magazine,
needs advertising ssles representatives to
alert Spring Semester. On ft off cempus accounts. Car helpful, COMMISSION PAID.
Contact Jan Stubbs. Advertising Manager.
214 West Hall. 372-2606.
Nannies Summertime live-in positions available
in Michigan suburbs Babysitting experience a
must Mother s Little Helper (313)651-0660
No Fee
Needed Baaa player for country/rock working
band Must sing, female preferred but not
necessary Cal 435-3280
Now hiring EBSCO Telephone Service
A nationwide telemarketing service FlewWe
hours(i5 minimum) Guaranteed hourly wage
plus dairy bonus baaed on sales Base pay
raises given in incriments according to hours
worked No cold case, rsnewsts only. Year
round employment Make money and learn
marketable ski Internships snd co-ops available Stop m 113 N Mam St after 4:00
PMINext to David s Del.)
Outgoing attractive male needed for delivery
service Mual hsve own car Hours flexible
Good pay The Battoonman 352 6061
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr. Round. Al countries, Al fields Free mfo
Write IJC.PO BOX 52-OM03
Corona Del Mar CA 92625
Part time babysitter needed TrsnsportatK>n reQmred Reasonable hourly pay Cal 353 2969
THE GAVEL, monthly newspaper wrth news
of the Greek system, needs advertising ssles
representatives starting Spring Semester.
Commission paid. Contact the* Advertising
■Jaapqer at 372-2606,214 West Hall.
THE OBSIDIAN, monthly newspaper published for minority students, needs advertising
soles representatives stsrtlng Spring Semester. On ft Oft campus accounts • commission
paid. Contact the Advertising Manager at
372-2606. 214 Weet Hall.

AND COMM. aOODuM MAO
STUH*3*-eo U^ON AN
INTRlGoiNO PltC» OP
( N TO* flAT-COlM .

►OPCPut_LV# KH».fL«MM WILL (K
A&LBI T© S"tb ->OM*>- LI4WT
ON THia •

MaslrrCord

fTALAfAbv TOO) VCL*,.. -t
| AIN'T SA-i-crV NOTHI IN' AAOUT
THC MAF>/ 50, THI

•NStoe...
Htt-CO, EODiC. CCMCM .
FOWI-CT-

IT-,

Go»e»jri.

VDOlC FL.*Mf-l HAO THiS. Wuxjtk-

PLAN ON HIM.BTH?
YeP, M«* IN THC
»jT«WD6«moN Rocrt,
KifiH-r NOW. -

Is ft True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44 through
the US Government? Get the facts today1 Cal
1 708- 742-11 42 Ext 1794
Lady's Lange Ski Boots
Like new. size 8
Cal Deb at 352-8797
Silver Reed exp 550 Delay wheel printer 130
COl 874-6040
Sony SIR AV 250 receiver, 35 wpc,
$150 00 Teec W-375C cassette deck,
$13000 Akai remote CO player. S150.00.
Call 364-4459

FOR RENT
■ " SftVRENTALS' "
1 ft 2 bdrm apts. ft houses avail.
9 4 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454
1 bdrm upstairs unfurnished apt downtown
Call 352-0000
1 male, non-smoking roommate for Spring 90,
close to campus, rent $175 mo Cal Joe at
354 2997
443 N Enterprise Apt A. 1 bedroom
$340/mo Wster ft sewer included 12 month
lease available August

443 N Enterprise Apt B. 3 bedroom apt
$550/mo Water ft sewer included. 12 month
lease available m May
443 N Enterprise Apt 3 very nice efficiency
$280'mo water and sewer Included 12
month lease available August
Cal Caria 353-1882
Adjacent campus furnished studio apartment
'or 1 or 2 persons Available May-$300 a
month 12 month lease, plus utilities 352-7505
ext 280 After 5, 352-3406
Apartment for lease. Jan through May 31
$312 per month 1 bdrm Corner of 9th ft High

Call Kathy 352-5675 eves
Beat Motel
US25&R16363 7114
Specal Student Rates
VakJ ID required Includes free local cala,
color cable TV
CARTY RENTALS
Houses lor 5 ft 8 students
Next to campus
2 bdrm./ 4-man apts
$130ft$145amonth
3 man apts available
9.10 12 month ft aummer
leases available 352-7365
For rent
2 bedroom house for 2-4 people. Aval, summer and tal 90 Great location Cal 352-2932
For Rent
Summer 4-bedroom house close to campus
and downtown Cal 352-2932.
Houses and Apartments * Close to Campus
For summer 1990A 1990-91 school year
Cal 1-267-3341
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. turn /unfurn. AC. as tow as
$440/moHest included rates available Ph.
354-6036
Large 2 bdrm for immediate sublease Up and
downstairs Very nice 353-8584
One bedroom house close to campus for summer 1990 and 1991 school year 1-267-3341
Room for non-smoking male
$170/mo Cal 352-6820 Evas

references.

Two bdrm efficiency and some houses avail for
90-91 school year Steve Smith 352-891 7
WANTEO:Fnsmkr to share kj. clenn. lurn. 2 or
apt wrth 3 fun loving F mvnts for Spring 1990.
Aval tvnmed close to campus $90/mo. pkia
utilities 354 4 720

Quality Copies
Resumes
Professional Binding
Passport Photos
Fax Service
Laser Typesetting
Office Supplies
Pick-Up & Delivery

by John Boissy
, r«e «TM*N

IBM-XT clone, 640K. many extras. 10MB. hard
o»sk. software included Cal 674 6040

Distover Kinko's

Fatman
/>AST UCCK

1987 Mercury Merker XR4TI
German aportscar. excel condrt Low mites, al
opoone Must sel $9.999 1-424-2044

Needed 2 female roommates located 3 houses
from campus $250 sa. Includes utilities
353 5074 eves

Work 15 hours per weekend Our company is
seeking employees to perform unskJIed light
production work. Current openings for a new
weekend shift: 7 1/2 hrs on Saturday ft 7 1/2
hrs on Sunday Plant location is only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus. The rate of wage is $3.35
per hour. If interested m this weekend shift or if
you can work at least 15 hours Monday thru
Fnday, cal the office at 354-2844 or pick up
an application at Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc 428 Clough Street. Bc^-vlmg Green. Ohio

BG TAN AND FITNESS CENTER
SPECIALS

1976 GRAND PRIX
Rune waft, new battery Good tree $500 00
or beet offer Cal 3646732

3r
a

Open 7 Days
354-3977
113 Railroad St.

klnko**
the copy center

